Introduction
The nascent consumerism of Georgian England was built on growing economic prosperity, the emergence of new social groups, and the availability of an expanding range of goods and services. In this context, much has been made of the role of novel goods in shaping consumption imperatives and practices, and in feeding the ambiguities that arose from the rise of new social groups. 2 However, there is a growing recognition that a considerable portion of middling sort consumption was of used goods, often acquired at auctions. 3 These public sales were thus important mechanisms for the redistribution of goods: spreading the material markers of status down the social scale and further blurring social distinctions. As events, they facilitated social and cultural interchange, bringing new people and new money into contact with elites and more established cultures of consumption.
One particular form of auction that became increasingly common through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries involved the sale of goods from country houses. Whilst the ability to sell landed estates was limited by the tradition of strict settlement, money could be raised by selling the moveable contents of a house. Auctions arose because of family misfortune or neglect; failure to produce an heir, crippling financial difficulties, and the abandonment of a property in favour of another family seat. More positively, they could be used by heirs to monetarise unwanted belongings. Whatever the motive, they created a social and
Modernity and the Second-Hand Trade 214 geographical redistribution of high quality goods as buyers flocked to these great housesmotivated by the desire to pick up a bargain; to gain kudos by acquiring furniture once owned by the great and good, or simply to be part of the crowd gazing at the trappings of the wealthy, now laid bare for public inspection. 4 Up-market auctions were an established part of fashionable London life by the 1770s, but these were a distinct category. Most country sales generally depended for their success upon consumers (who were often not part of fashionable society) being accustomed to buying used as well as new household goods at a wide variety of venues, including the showrooms of manufacturers and craftsmen, brokers' shops, and market stalls. 5 They were thus part of a much broader second hand trade. Indeed, even a cursory examination reveals that advertisements for auctions of household goods were a staple of provincial newspapers by the mid eighteenth century. They appeared alongside those for freehold or leasehold property; shops, assemblies or horse-races; patent medicines or books, and items lost or stolen -a context which cemented their place in contemporary cultures of consumption. Yet there was another context: that of the country house itself. Clearing a great house of some or all of its contents might be cathartic: the act of an heir stamping their own taste and identity on the property or displaying their (new-found) wealth to neighbours.
However, it could also form part of a narrative of family deaths and inconsistent occupancy, and the gradual decline of the physical, domestic and social composition of the country house that could ensue from the dispersal of its material culture.
In this chapter, we want to explore both the nature of country house sales as a mechanism for selling a wide range of second-hand goods, and the ways in which these sales impacted upon the space and fortunes of the country house. The former is achieved through analysis of a remarkable collection comprising eighty-one catalogues for sales occurring in
Northamptonshire over the period 1761-1849. 6 It is impossible to know how representative these catalogued sales are of the much larger number of auctions taking during this period.
Country house sales
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They were undoubtedly drawn from the higher end of the market and thus provide a useful window onto the spread and organisation of country house sales, defined broadly to include both the mansions of the aristocracy and the more modest dwellings of wealthy tradesmen, professionals and clergymen. Here, we examine the type, arrangement and description of the goods being sold; focusing in particular on the language used on the title pages of the catalogues. We also highlight the ways in which the country house was transformed into a consumer space, and how the accoutrements once used and displayed in an entirely different context were now presented as, or reverted back to, consumer goods. 7 To assess the impact of the sales, we focus on one particular house: Kirby Hall. This is done, not so much because
Kirby is seen as representative of all country houses (indeed, it would be near impossible to identify such a property); but rather because it experienced three sales in fairly rapid succession, in 1772, 1824, 1831. The catalogues from these sales reveal much about the changing reasons for and organisation of country house sales. They also demonstrate how such sales could both mark and contribute to the decline of a country house. In the case of Kirby Hall, the trajectory was sharply downward: from being one of the grandest houses of sixteenth-century England (owned by Elizabeth I's Lord Chancellor, Sir Christopher Hatton)
it was a ruined shell by the late nineteenth century, home to 'vagrants and peddlers' who made fires from the rotting wood.
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Goods and sellers
Our sample of catalogues reveals that house sales were widespread in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Northamptonshire. They took place across the county: in towns and villages as well as at country houses (Table 9 .1). Whilst the social character of urban auctions is difficult to determine precisely, they were characterised more by tradesmen and professionals than the gentry. In villages, the clergy formed by far the largest body of men Modernity and the Second-Hand Trade 216 whose goods were auctioned; whilst country house sales, of course, comprised only the gentry and aristocracy. Overall, the catalogues were dominated by the upper reaches of local and county society: gentry and professionals accounting for nearly two-thirds of those whose goods were being sold. This reflects the social character of (rural) Northamptonshire, but also the fact that it was it was these groups which owned better quality goods -worth selling at auction and advertising via a catalogue. The frequency and wide geographical spread of these sales underlines their importance in the redistribution of goods via the second-hand market, and in the cultures of consumption and household economies of provincial England. 9 The mainstay of most auctions was furniture and household goods, but over half the catalogues also included significant numbers of books; about one-third listed paintings and/or silver plate, and a minority contained carriages, musical instruments, scientific equipment or even stuffed animals ( Figure 9 .1). The precise mix varied between social groups. Although the gentry and nobility were most likely to include luxury items such as paintings, the traditional markers of gentility -mahogany, silver, porcelain and silk 10 -were also regular features in catalogues of the middling sorts. 
Figure 9.2 about here
Unsurprisingly, the auctioneer's name was always prominent on the catalogue, increasingly being set in the largest or boldest type (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2). However, it was usually accompanied by the name (and often the status) of the person whose belongings were being auctioned. This reinforced the authenticity of the goods and signalled their quality, thus appealing to the desire on the part of discerning consumers to secure a bargain. 18 This 'clever' consumption underpinned many purchases at auctions; consumers acquiring useful household Country house sales 219 goods at low prices. 19 Assuring the public of the provenance and quality of the goods was thus paramount. Whilst the owner remained anonymous, one catalogue reassured buyers that this was the 'Genuine and Elegant Household Furniture of a Gentleman'. Another underlined the quality of the goods by noting that 'the Furniture is of the very best description, principally supplied by Messers Gillows'. 20 Naming the seller also played on the desire to 'capture difference'. If the individual had local or national renown, there was kudos to be gained in buying at the auction. This worked in at least two ways. First, auctions represented an opportunity to acquire special pieces or to bask in the reflected glory of owning a painting, bed or carriage that once belonged to a member of the aristocracy. At Fonthill, the crowds were drawn by the opportunity to buy furniture designed by Soane and Wyatt, and paintings by old masters, as well as by the celebrity of William Beckford. Much the same was true -at a smaller scale -with the Northamptonshire sales at Kirby Hall, Brixworth Hall, Stanwick, and Stamford Baron. These were the best places to capture value and distinction by buying a 'handsome mahogany billiard table', 'a pair of elegant treble-light girandoles', or a Sevre dessert service that had once belonged to a baronet. 21 As Stewart argues, this fits with a wider eighteenth-century desire for 'authentic experience' and 'the search for the authentic object' which conferred human interest. 22 Such motivations were apparent at Fonthill, where the buyers included a theatre proprietor who later advertised a production of Othello, noting that 'Desdemona would be exhibited on the very sumptuous state bed, which was sold at M Beckford's sale'. 23 Most people incorporated acquisitions into their domestic décor, adding lustre to rooms, enjoying a 'share in another's "genuine" world' or, in theory at least, recreating 'whole' interiors for themselves. 24 A previous owner of high status could add value to the most mundane items, a point noted by Walpole of a sale at Holland House: 'I hear the most common furniture has sold as dear as relics.' 25 Second, because the sales themselves almost invariably took place at the premises of the current owner, they gave people the Modernity and the Second-Hand Trade 220 opportunity to gaze on the belongings of the wealthy and perhaps take on some of the splendour of the surroundings -a point to which we return later.
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Selling goods: a language of persuasion?
Viewing and engaging with the goods in situ, meant that catalogue descriptions of individual lots were largely concerned with identifying, and promoting interest in, the specific items for sale. The catalogues operated as an advertisement for the auction as an event and for the goods as objects of desire; but they were also a convenient guide to locating individual lots spatially, within the house, and temporally, in the sequence of the auction itself. The ways in which goods were described thus mixed persuassion with practicality, and there was a fine line to be trod between promotion and puffery. Despite such variations, there was remarkable consistency in the adjectives deployed by auctioneers in their catalogues. The use of language is very instructive, both in terms of the messages projected about second-hand goods and the ways in which prospective buyers might see themselves and their putative purchases. Like newspaper advertisements, the title pages of sale catalogues sought to attract trade by creating a 'positive impression on the minds of the consuming public', but they also helped to shape the broader parameters of consumption by communicating the norms and ideals of domestic material culture. 29 It is significant, therefore, that considerable importance was attached to utility, the goods being described as 'useful' or 'valuable' (Table 9. 2). The latter underlines the continued role of goods as stores of economic wealth, whilst the former links closely with Gregson and Crewe's notion that the often very practical purchases made by the middling sorts when buying second-hand could also be a means of capturing value. It also reminds us of the importance of what Vickery terms 'prudent economy' in the domestic arrangements of the gentry and middling sorts. 30 These descriptors were generally paired with others that spoke of taste, fashion and discernmentalso important considerations for the self image of those buying and selling at auctions.
'Elegant' and 'neat' were terms that appeared in nearly a quarter of the catalogues; far more often than did ideas of fashionability. At one level this is unsurprising, as it would difficult for auctioneers to claim that second-hand goods were the height of fashion. However, it also played to a polite culture of consumption which was distinguished from both the vulgar and the ultra-fashionable. When linked to the solid mahogany furniture that predominated in these sales, neatness and elegance 'embodied the social distinctions of provincial gentility'. 31 It is therefore significant that the most common descriptor was 'genteel', since it was gentility that marked out the occupants of country houses and, more arguably, the substantial town and village properties that were the site of these sales. Describing goods in such terms echoed the Modernity and the Second-Hand Trade 222 status of their previous owners and offered the chance for this to rub off onto those who might attend the auction and purchase lots.
And yet these socio-cultural markers were far from being fixed. 'Genteel' declined both in its appearance in the catalogues and as a normative and aspirational category in cultures of consumption. 32 It was replaced in the catalogues by notions of modernity, which grew to preeminence in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. In describing goods as 'modern', auctioneers were trying to reassure consumers that second-hand did not necessarily mean outmoded. But it was more than simply a sales pitch: it also placed the goods and their prospective buyers within a culture of consumption that emphasised change and progress.
This challenges the contra-distinction between modernity and second-hand: goods were presented as both, allowing consumers to buy second-hand yet remain 'modern'. Moreover, the sales themselves, whilst being a traditional form of exchange, formed an integral part of modern consumerism. This was particularly true in the way that they fed off and into the growing interest in antiques. No eighteenth-century catalogue included 'antique' on its title page. At this time antiques were the preserve of a select group of collectors who were primarily concerned with assembling sets of objects rather than furnishing their homes with deliberately chosen old pieces. 33 However, 'antique' was used in the descriptions of individual items of china in the catalogues of Kirby Hall and Stanford Hall, amongst others.
This association is quite striking: china is often seen as one of the touchstones of a new material culture, and yet it was the first to be described and valued as 'antique'. 34 Not until the 1840s did any catalogue specifically identify furniture as antique. Although this was some time after the appearance of antique dealers in London, it pre-dated by several decades the emergence of specialist dealers in smaller provincial towns. As such, house sales formed an important venue through which this emerging form of consumption could be serviced. In
Country house sales 223 doing so, they opened up the country house to a very different kind of public scrutiny and rendered it a commercial space.
Organisation: the country house as showroom
There were very practical reasons for holding sales at owners' premises. It saved on removal and storage costs, and few auctioneers had rooms large enough to accommodate the belongings of a substantial town house or country mansion. 35 The vendor's house was therefore opened up to the public during the sales and in the preceding days to allow viewing of the various lots. In total, this could amount to a week or more. From the catalogues analysed, the average length of sales was about 3.5 days, but over 17 percent were spread over five or more days. These longer sales were sometimes occasioned by the specialised nature of the goods -a large library or a long list of stock-in-trade 36 -but more often they resulted from the sheer number of items. The arrangement of goods was remarkably consistent across all sales in the sample, with lots usually organised by room. 37 Sometimes this spatial sequencing was interrupted by batches of particular types of goods, so that linen, books, paintings or china were often presented together. On occasions, this reflected their placement in the house; more often it was done to create an orderly dispersement of goods or to conduct a sale within a sale, perhaps appealing to a rather different clientèle. Books were often dealt with in this manner, as with the sale of Henry Fryer's belongings, where they were auctioned separately in the week preceding the sale of furniture and household goods. 42 Elsewhere, as with the listing of china and glassware, they were organised more systematically. Whether grouped together or separated for sale individually, it was the act of segmentation which broke the goods away from a 'pattern of living meaning' and into a purchasable lot. 43 Thus, the country house stopped being a space for living and was rendered a space for selling and buying.
Those attending the auctions did so for a variety of reasons, of which the desire to purchase second-hand goods was just one. Some simply wanted to see how the other half lived. Others responded to the social stir and speculation on the reasons for the sale that accompanied auctions at the great houses -as was the case at Fonthill, where the state of the owner's finances was centre stage. 44 However, a major attraction of these auctions was that they allowed unprecedented access to the homes of the wealthy. In Burney's Cecilia, Miss Larolles plans to go to Lord Belgrade's sale:
'All the world will be there; and we shall go in with tickets, and you have no notion how it will be crowded.'
'What is to be sold there?' asked Cecilia.
'O every thing you can conceive; house, stables, china, laces, horses, caps, every thing in the world.'
'And do you intend to buy anything?' 'Lord, no; but one likes to see the people's things.' 45 The culture of hospitality and the rise in tourism meant that country houses the size of Kirby
Hall were rarely completely private, 46 but in any other circumstances it would have been unheard of to admit all classes of the general public to wander at their leisure around bedrooms, service areas and attics. At the first Kirby sale, access was even given to the family chapel and the royal suite, and the catalogues helped to guide the visitor around these private spaces. Fabricant notes that, 'within the traditional framework of country house visiting, the ideal tourist remained at a respectful distance' and 'identifie [d] with the values of the landowner without actually coveting his possessions'. 47 Such understandings were abandoned at the auction, where the house was made public in very different ways and goods were inspected with a view to purchase, rather than from polite admiration.
Such access made for a novel kind of space of consumption -one that was at odds with traditional notions of the country house and the social order which it embodied. A writer from the Literary Chronicle, after visiting the second Fonthill auction of 1822 complained that 'from beginning to end, the Fonthill business has seemed to me to have been carried on, as far as the public has been concerned, with too much of the tradesman, or rather, perhaps,
showman-like spirit; it has been made too much of a shop'. 48 The auction of artworks was particularly problematic: 49 
Decline and fall
There is a story behind each individual catalogue in our sample. In some cases, where more than one sale was held, this story can be followed over time, allowing us to explore the ways Christopher, who had been well known as resident there. 53 The 342 lots were spread evenly across the three days and largely organised by room. 54 In all, the catalogue lists the goods and furnishings in over thirty rooms in the main house, as well as the service areas, courtyards and gardens, with the long gallery in the west range being the only notable omission. Apart from the 'Four family pictures' listed in The Chapel Room, the sale included few identifiable heirlooms; family silver was not for sale, most likely being retained at a more frequently occupied property. 55 With these few exceptions, the clear-out appears thorough. Valuable but old-fashioned items such as tapestries were sold, including 'the historical tapestry hangings'
(which may be the Hercules series of the 1619 inventory). 56 Even some of the fixtures were to go, from a 'piece of curious shellwork, fitted to the chimney' in the Tapestry Room, to a 'turret clock (fixt at the top of the house)'. 57 The process of clearing a second seat such as Indeed, only thirteen rooms appear in the catalogue, most of them bedrooms or attics. Perhaps these were the only rooms that had been refitted for habitation or perhaps contents had remained from an earlier period. That said, it appears that some rooms might have been emptied into others for the sale itself. The 'Bow Window Dressing Room', for example, contained three bedsteads with hangings and mattresses, a feather bed, two child's cribs, two chests of drawers, seven chairs and a 'Japan foot bath'. 61 Despite the sale being relatively small, there were still opportunities to secure high quality pieces. Unsurprisingly the goods were lauded in the catalogue, described on the title page as ' 66 There were also some high quality items, such as 'Twelve Wedgwood Custard Cups with covers', a set of 'real nankeen china', and many 'handsome' and 'excellent' mahogany items including a 'handsome carved four post mahogany bedstead elegantly trimmed.' 67 We also find books: 33 volumes of the racing calendar, copies of the London Magazine 1776-1781, the Farmers'
journal 'for about twenty years', 11 volumes of Sporting magazine, and Chamber's Dictionary. 68 These may have remained at the house throughout the previous sales, but their mostly low-brow nature makes it more likely that they were brought there by Mr Webster.
The agent was living very comfortably at Kirby, and yet the auction appears to have been a hurried affair, with so many items to sell in one day -everything, it seems, that Webster could not take to his new property.
As is apparent, the grandeur and range of wares available, and therefore the importance of the auction, could decline markedly if a house experienced a series of sales in rapid succession. Great Chamber. After one of these, a guest wrote that he remembered paintings of the Earl's family and of Sir Christopher (the Chancellor) hanging on the walls, and scarlet curtains in the Great Chamber. John Bridges also saw a full length portrait of the Chancellor, a picture of his coach returning to the house, and a portrait of 'Sir Christopher the exile'. 70 These descriptions depict a semi-furnished house and, significantly, include items which had obviously not been sold in the 1772 auction, despite it being a seemingly thorough clearance.
Four years after the second auction, Nichols wrote that 'the house is now dismantled and going fast into decay'. 71 A party guest from 1812 returned in 1834 and found the dilapidated house only partly furnished. There were handsome cabinets in the south-west wing; an unplayable organ in library (perhaps unsold from 1831 sale); a bed in one of the rooms above, and scarlet curtains still hanging in the great chamber. 72 The Rev. Canon James saw 'the very action of decomposition going on, the crumbling stucco of the ceiling feeding the vampire
Country house sales 231 ivy, the tattered tapestry yet hanging on the wall, the picture flapping in its broken frame.' 73 In 1844 farm servants were sleeping in the empty rooms 'surrounded by exquisite carvings' and a labourer was living in the library. 74 Once the domestic and social functions of the house had ceased and the contents dispersed, the architecture itself started to collapse. By 1857 the clock works had fallen through the ceiling of the chapel and the roof was stripped to pay the gambling debts of 11 th Earl. By the late nineteenth century the entrance gates hung on broken hinges and the staircase to the minstrels' gallery in the hall was taken down. 75 When the 12th
Earl Murray Edward Gordon Finch Hatton inherited in 1887 it was reported that he intended to 'at least preserve the ruins', but the kitchen quarters fell in 1896. The ruins were finally preserved and secured by the Office of Works in 1930.
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Conclusion
The country house auction provided an important opportunity for consumers to secure high quality goods (increasingly advertised as 'modern' or 'antique') at bargain prices and to acquire a share in another's world. Both as conduits of material objects and socio-cultural events, these sales blurred social distinctions and helped to create new cultures of consumption. In this way, they formed an important part of the broader marketing of secondhand goods in Georgian England; continuing to prosper at least into the second quarter of the nineteenth century, despite the emergence of more 'modern' retail formats and in contradiction to the decline suggested by Nenadic. Indeed, it is possible to see country house sales as crucial in the development of increasingly specialist forms of retailing and consumption: advertising and supplying antiques well before antique dealers were found in provincial towns. They also destroyed the mysticism of the elite lifestyle and 'laid bare the financial transactions that underlay the collections of fine art and furniture contained in the grand estates'. The private house was no place for the practices and rituals of the marketplace and when the accepted norms of behaviour 'were not observed ... the country house system itself was at stake'. 77 This reveals a real tension between the country house as a site of consumption and as a lived space and symbol of elite power. Auctions involved the removal of (some of) the contents, but threatened to puncture the aura surrounding the country house and, indeed, its very fabric. Whilst not all auctions at country houses held such bleak prospects as those at Kirby Hall, its fate highlights the financial and demographic difficulties of continuing the family ownership of a country house and its collections. Richter argues that the press responses to the Fonthill sale of 1822 'exposed the fault lines between older ' 79 Yet such calamity would also afford opportunities for the recirculation of these playthings, releasing them onto an eager market and reaffirming the auction as a key part of modern consumerism. 
